

































































dm/dt = -0.5ρairv3Aσ  
dv/dt = ρairv2ACD/m – gsinθ 
dθ/dt = (v/(RE+h) – g/v)cosθ 
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Initial debris/regolith cloud 
nc child fragments per break 1 debris cloud per break  
Fragment and cloud contributions to energy deposition for a sample 50 m asteroid, beginning as a simple monolith 








Rubble piles Regolith layers Coherent or fractured monoliths 
FRAGMENT-CLOUD	MODEL	(FCM)	APPROACH	
Breakup condition: 
ρairv2 > S	
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We	are	performing	sensiAvity	studies	invesAgaAng	how	the	model’s	
fragmentaAon	parameters	aﬀect	energy	deposiAon	trends	and	features.		
These	studies	vary	a	single	fragmentaAon	parameter	at	a	Ame	while	holding	
the	others	at	constant	baseline	values.	
	
Asteroid	parameters:	50	m	diameter,	2.5	g/cc,	20	km/s,	45°	entry	angle.	
Baseline	fragmentaYon	parameters:	50%	cloud	mass	per	break,	cloud	
dispersion	coeﬃcient	3.5,	2	even	fragments	per	break,	1	MPa	iniAal	
aerodynamic	strength,	strength	scaling		α=0.1.	
SENSITIVITY	TO	FRAGMENTATION	PARAMETERS	
	We	have	generated	preliminary	energy	deposiAon	matches	to	several	
observed	meteor	entries,	exploring	how	diﬀerent	structure	and	
fragmentaAon	parameters	can	reproduce	a	range	of	observed	features.		
OBSERVED	METEOR	COMPARISONS	
Cloud	Mass	&	Dispersion	
•  Cloud	mass	aﬀects	whether	the	energy	deposiAon	peaks	sharply	at	the	top	
of	the	ﬂare	or	more	gradually	near	the	bojom	of	the	ﬂare.	
•  Cloud	dispersion	coeﬃcient	aﬀects	the	width	of	ﬂares	dominated	by	
moderately	large	clouds.	
Fragment	Numbers	&	Mass	DistribuYons	
•  Fragment	numbers	and	sizes	inﬂuences	energy	deposiAon	by	dividing	the	
deposited	debris	into	smaller	debris	clouds.	
•  Large	iniAal	debris	clouds	tend	to	dominate	overall	energy	deposiAon	
more	than	speciﬁc	fragment	splits.		
IniYal	Aerodynamic	Strength	&	Fragment	Strength	Scaling	
•  Strength	parameters	aﬀect	the	width	of	the	main	ﬂare	by	altering	the	
alAtude	and	slope	of	its	upper	edge.	
•  The	main	ﬂare	peaks	and	dissipates	around	the	same	alAtude	over	a	large	
range	of	strength	parameter	values.	
•  IniAal	asteroid	structure	deﬁned	with	a	distribuAon	of	
discrete	fragments	and	a	mass	of	debris	parAculates	
•  IniAal	aerodynamic	strength	for	the	overall	structure	
deﬁnes	pressure	at	which	iniAal	disrupAon	occurs.	
•  Strengths	of	the	consAtuent	fragments	can	be	deﬁned	
directly,	given	a	uniform	value,	or	assigned	based	on	
relaAve	sizes	using	a	Weibull-like	scaling.	
•  Can	represent	broad	range	of	structural	characterisAcs,	
from	rubble	piles	to	monoliths.	
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